My Quilting Beehive’s 2020 Marvelous Mystery Quilt
Month 10
We will be putting together a set of thirteen blocks this month! You will need:





Thirteen flying geese & square units from month 4
Twenty-six flying geese & square units from month 8
Four-patch and rectangle units from month 5
3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles of background fabric cut in month 5
Sew the twenty-six flying geese units from month 8 to the top and
bottom of the units from month 4 to create an eight-pointed star. This
block is traditionally called a Sawtooth Star. Depending on your choice in
month 4, these might have four different flying geese around the center
square, have one fabric for all the flying geese and another fabric for the
center square, or be all one fabric. Press seams as shown by the arrows
Tips: Pin to match seams
Sew with the wrong side of the flying geese block on top so you can see
the seam of your points as you sew (look back at month four directions).
Block should measure 6 ½” x 6 ½”

Sew a 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangle of background fabric to two opposite
sides of your star.
Sew with the wrong side of flying geese on top so you can see the
seam of your points so you can sew just at the point and avoid
cutting off your points. Press seams toward the rectangle
This should measure 6 ½” x 12 ½”

Sew a four-patch and rectangle unit to the top and bottom of
your star. Be sure to arrange the four-patch corners to match
the illustration with the accent fabric in each corner of the
finished block.
Pin to match seams. Press seams as indicated by arrows
Block should measure 12 ½” x 12 ½”

We are getting close!!! I cannot wait to see these blocks. Email
photos of your blocks or post them in our Facebook Group.

